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The Cab

Wis

Harvesting Russian History

The Cellar at the Top of the Waterman
Building Presents
A Visual Story in Two Acts

with

a

Prologue and Epilogue

Eleventh Annual RISD Cabaret
February 27 — March 1, 1998
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Varlam Shalamov: Graphite (a fi

1

Eye witness

A

ln the taiga, only graphite can be

C

I‘

We started in the winter of i987.With the approval and great support of the (then)

i

A f0p09rBpher always keeps penc

Chairman of Liberal Arts, Ned Dwy_er, we began to explore another method of teaching and

pencils in the pockets of his vest,j

"

in the process, opened the door to multi—disciplinary activities.There was no space for rehearsal

Paper, a notebook, a carrying case

and no budget but there was boundless enthusiasm from the students who wanted to show

bench mark are the medium of hi;

that they, too, had talent.With some difficulty we managed to engage the Tap Room in Memorial
Hall and then, assemble a staff. We enticed twenty-eight students to ' jOlI‘l us, and we began.

Pa

The Cabaret staff and crew expresses it's gratitude
i

l

involved Barry Kirschenbaum as Master of Ceremonies,Julie Strandberg, the choreographer

from Brown, and Don Keefer,who headed the music. Our performance was with approximately
50 persons, including those backstage. Later, Bill Newkirk joined us, as did Steve Jobe the
a

l

"i

-

of W
V

’

have assisted us as we explored the practical connection between art and social commentary.

number of students took the Cabaret and made it real in their lives.Treva Offut, the star,
of three Cabaret programs, who dazzled the audience with her dances, songs and characters;
A

the French and Russian songs interpreted by Vivien Cho; the Cubist masksconstructed by Mylene
Santos; James Bewley, in his unforgettable role of George Grosz; a whole circle of very talented

1

tree into diamond or graphite. Gra

students--Maki Koto, Mark Borok, Michael Wodkowski,Timothy McElreath are only a few of
those who participated. And members of the community too numerous to mention,assisted

.

Very speciai gratitude to our friends professor

pencii is etemai

James Bamhiii and Mafgaret Lewis.

5

The bench mark is caiefuiiy hew";

Special thanks to all the volunteers for

made at waist ievei on the mink O‘

offering their talents, inventions and time:

edge of the ax

Margaret Muraszkiewicz

is

used to break off

A miniature house is formed, a Clel
the rain This Shaker
the
'

a l mos

tforever ti‘ll the end of the ii'
I

The wounded larch ls like a pmphl

Mmhel °f G°d

We were like nomads, changing the space each time, the site and the ambiance. From the

i

and foreteiis

°' the Vl'9l" Mani

miradeihe Sube,.‘

noisy Tap Room, where the powerful engine of the refrigerator was much louder than the lines

the larchls blood

of the Futurist Manifesto, to the Pit, which at the time looked like a honky tonk saloon in Texas;
then to the polished Art Club,where we had to cover the expenses for some damage to the

memory of childhood or the inceii
1

Now we are settled at the top ofWaterman Building, half wanted and half unwanted, as
tenants. Our activity doesn't correspond to the College's schedule, we know that our rehearsals

_

,

Thomas Bradley-Swarthmore University
;

The way leads through the clearini

t

mpod't

cartographl
pit lled with rocks. Under the

e nearest

is a

rumblings of change in the Soviet Union; now there is no Soviet threat and no more are

.

burned by wind and

I

This year, it is not by chance that we return to Russian topics. ln 1987 there were the

Media R950Ul'¢e5, R|5D
Patricia Arant-Brown University

the way from the forsaken spot in;

Foundation Studies for offering the Cabaret this shelter, we need a secure home.

to institutions,

companies and individuals who supported

A number has been recorded, and

_

make noise and that the whole construct is in danger. Although we are grateful to the Dean of

We are extremely thankful

l

.

*

8

indicating the actual latitude and

Dorothy Pieniadz-Providence

Rl

Julie Jacobs (RISD Alumni)—Milliken Company

Roberta Reeder-Harvard University
Szura and Faina Tabenkin-Providence
Maria Tui0kaS_RiSD

RI

.

I

l

warning of Gogol in Dead Souls. "Russia where are you flying to? Answer. Shelgives no answer."

made with 3 Qfaphlte P@"¢ll- Ami
along the thousands of threads thl

Zwiazek Sybirakow, Marian Jonkajtys-Warsaw

There is danger“ and there is the hope for change. We are sensitive to the many threats to

along the thousands of line; that

Adam Pomorski-Polska Akademia Nauk, Warsaw

our planet: military threats, geological and biological threats,and we note a spiritual emptiness
that seems to surround us. We are trying to respond by creating artistic visions as an alternative to
the sickness of the world.We use Russia as an example——a metaphor for the evolution of our

another so that we may remembei
in the topographic Service work iii
.

i

In Kolyma, however,

realigning their whole history, and in particular, the immediate past. The enlightened circles of

two characters in the play; we hold up two images for inspection.

animal, and what transpires is

a

is

forbidcl

the name of the ofce in camp tha
its instructions read that a plywooi

human beings,the duality of behavior: the belief in action, the elements of what is civil,
is

the left shin of every dead body. Tl

very thin barrier between evil, which is

always with us, and the norm.

prisoner's "case number."The case

And now we are approaching the second millennium.The two old boys who signed this

with a simple graphite pencil-noté
writing tool wouid interfere with ei

paper participated in World War ll, saw atrocities, true barbarism, then the domination of the
technological over the spiritual, a rebirth of intolerance and unlimited egotism. And this has
become more evident with the passage of time since the war. We wish room for the banal, the
The medium of the Cabaret offers the best place for the College to accept the challenge of
'

J

.

'

The practice strikes one as odd. Cal

exhumation? For immortality? Forl

kitsch, the daily noise of life, and time for critical thought to be attached to the main objective.

providing a site for such exploration.

‘l

There are more than enough mass.

4

which untagged bodies have beeri
1'

are instructions.Theoretically speal

James Barnhill, Szymon Bojko

And our friends in Russia who provided us with
information and obiects

of life, but also in the service of del

The priest and the buffoon are classic characters.They express the double nature of

and what

Lech Falkowski-Bukowina Tatrzanska

not only the ti

graphite pencil. The pen

society call for at revision of their story, a re-evaluation of old values, virtues and sentiments.
We will watch

Ii

C

earth.The main refuge for the Russian people is in their innerlife, in their views of the past--in

A

Brice Hobbs

Jeff Sias (RID alumni)
.
Mala
Masuda

mam.

'

we facing that most intransigent’ of possible foes. We are guided by the most dramatic

Rhonda Hershey (RISD alumni)

'

of authenticity.

'

'

to the Division of Liberal Arts for sponsoring this
production and the Division of Freshman Foundation
for their Support

highest standard of hardness, whii
Standard of softness A trace iefi

I

~

walls...

.

number of cabarets.

Two RISD presidents, as well as numerous faculty members, among them, Maria Tulokas,

us and made us hew the mark

of the faces

is

p

The title of that rst Cabaret was "From St. Petersburg to Khrushchev's Boot’,’ and it

composer, and Agnieszka Taborska, who struck her own style in

Acknowledgements
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permafrost enjoy life eternal and ai

that we might remove the tags frol
their friends and relatives.

i
l

'

Varlam Shalamov: Graphite (a fragment)
ln the taiga, only graphite can be used for writing.
A topographer always keeps pencil stubs, fragments

of

pencils in the pockets of his vest,jacket, pants, overcoat.
Paper, a notebook, a carrying case-and a tree with a

bench mark are the medium of his art.
Paper is one of the faces, one of the transformations of a

tree into diamond or graphite.Graphite is eternity,the

highest standard of hardness, which has become the highest
standard of softness. A trace left in the taiga by a graphite

pencil is eternal.
The bench mark is carefully hewn.Two horizontal cuts are

made at waist level on the trunk of a larch tree, and the

edge of the ax is used to break off the still-living wood.
A miniature house is formed, a clean board sheltered from

the rain.This shelter preserves the recorded bench mark

almost forever till the end of the larch's six-hundred-year life.

r

The wounded larch is like a prophetic icon-like the Chukotsk

Mother of God or the Virgin Mary of Kolyma who awaits
and foretells a miracle.The subtle, delicate smell of tree sap,

the larch’s blood spilled by a man's ax, is like a distant

memorylof childhood or the incense of dew.
A number has been recorded, and the wounded larch,

burned by wind and sun, preserves this “tag” which points

the way f_rom the forsaken spot in the taiga to the outside world
The way leads through the clearings to the mountaintop with

the nearest tripod,the cartographic tripod, under which
is a

pit lled with rocks. Under the rocks is a marble tablet

indicating the actual latitude and longitude recording not
made with ,a graphite pencil. And we return to our world

along the thousands of threads that lead from this tripod,
along the thousands of lines that lead from one ax mark to

another so that we may remember life.Those who work
in the topographic service work in the service of life.

In Kolyma, however, not only the

graphite pencil. The pen

is

topographer must use a

forbidden not only in the service

of life, but also in the service of death. "Archive

No. 3" is

the name of the office in camp that records convict deaths.
lts instructions read that

a

plywood tag must be attached to

the leftshin of every dead body. The tag records the
prisoner's "case number."The case number must be written

V

with a simple graphite pencil-not a pen. Even here an articial

writing tool would interfere with eternity.

*

The practice strikes one as odd. Can there really be plans for

exhumation? For immortality? For resurrection? For reburial?
There are more than enough mass graves in Kolyma, into

which untagged bodies have been dumped. But instructions
are instructions.Theoretically speaking, all guests

of the

permafrost enjoy life eternal and are ready to return to us

that we might remove the tags from their left shins and nd
their friends and relatives.

P
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The Finale of the Avant- Garde Utopia in Revolutionary Russia A Scenario of Terror and Death

Avant- Garde Institutions
Closed or Disolved

Avant-Garde Artists
Emigrated or left

1919-1923

Annenkow

INKHUK

Theoretical Center

Benois

A forum for discussion conducted

Anisfeld

by Kandinsky and Constructivists,

Bakst

Moscow

Burliuk
Evreinov

1921-1926 GINKHUK

Grigoriev

Center for research and experiments

Diagilev

headed by Malevich Leningrad

Chagall

Goncharova

1920 -1930 VKHUTEMAS

Gabo

lnterdisciplinary,Bauhaus-like

Exter

school,divided into separate

Estimated
a or amp

10 O00 000

routine institutes

Artist's fate:
Yesenin, poet committed

1924 -1928 LEF/NEW LEF

suicide 1925

The Avante Garde main review
.

1928 -1932 NEW GENERATION

Meyerhold,Theater director

Ukrainian Avant-Garde review

died in

The 1930's

Mandelshtam, poet died

Meyerhold’s Theater closed after

in a Gulag Camp

a

a

Gulag Camp

campaign of accusation
Akhmatova, poet persecuted
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End of 1930's
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Gumilev, poet shot
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(one or more camps)
Railroad Projects Using
Forced Labor 1928 - 1953
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Zoschenko, writer died in
a

Gulag Camp

The Finale of the Avant- Garde Utopia in Revolutionary Russia A Scenario of Terror and Death

Avant- Garde Institutions
Closed or Disolved

Avant-Garde Artists
Emigrated or left

1919?-"I923 INKHUK

Annenkow

Theoretical Center

Benois

A forum for discussion conducted

Anisfeld

by Kandinsky and Constructivists,

Bakst

Moscow

Burliuk

1921-1926 GINKHUK

Grigoriev

Evreinov

Center for research and experiments

Diagilev

headed by Malevich, Leningrad

Chagall

Goncharova
1

920 -1930 VKHUTEMAS

Interdisciplinary, Bauhaus-like

Gabo
Exter

school, divided into separate

routine institutes

Artist's fate:
Yesenin, poet committed

1924 -1928 LEF/NEW LEF

suicide 1925

The Avante Garde main review

headed by Mayakovsky under

Mayakovsky, poet committed

strong party control

suicide 1930

19,28 -1932 NEW GENERATION

Meyerhold,Theater director

Ukrainian Avant-Garde review

died in

The 1930's

Mandelshtam, poet died

Meyerhold's Theater closed after

in a Gulag Camp

a

a

Gulag Camp

campaign of accusation
Akhmatova, poet persecuted

Modern art collections no longer
accessible to the public

Babel, writer died in a

Gulag Camp
End of 1930's
The Museum of Modern Western

Gumilev, poet shot

Art no longer accessible to the public
Kharms, writer persecuted

and arrested
Zoschenko, writer died in
a

Gulag Camp
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Part One

-Part Two

Introduction

Shaman‘s Ritual

Szymon Bojko

Diagnosis of the Diseased

RISD

Performers: Kevin Lang-Shaman

Troika

Cabaret Productions

1987

From St. Petersburg to Krushchev's Boot

1988

The Golden Age of European Cabaret

1989

The Ox on the Roof

1991

The Unknown and Awakening Europe

1992

Tabou

and April Lin-Assistant

-

Performers: Carl Henschel, Eric Leichner,

Communal Apartment

Michael Shih

Soviet Still Life

Prologue - Liturgy

Performers: the Ensemble and Maia Masuda

Performers: Alan Langdon-Priest and

‘

Peasant Call for the return of Spring

Oliver Ackerman-Buffoon

Performers: So-Hee Cheong, Dawn Danby,

Lorreine Fedor, April Lin

Ivan the Terrible
Sin and Repentance... and Sin Again

Hymn of the Soviet Union

Bureaucracy

Performers: the Ensemble

The Table of Ranks and

1

993

The Big Yes and the Little No

.

1994

The Life and Times of Joseph Beuys

1995

Hopplal Here Comes Grosz

1996

Ubu Roi

1997

Beat Generation

1998

The Cabaret of Dead Souls:

the Origin of a Bureacratic Society

Lamentation

People in Power Marionettes:

‘

Gella Alhassid, Markus Reyes, James Sanders

Russian Peasant Death Lament

Polish~Siberian Deportee Song

Waltz Dancers: Ensemble

Kol-Nidre Jewish Prayer for the Dead
Description of Kolyma by Varlam Shalamov

Court Announcers: Oliver Ackerman,

Alan Langdon, Maia Masuda

Harvesting Russian History

and Prisoner Song
Solos: Dawn Danby, Margaret Muraszklewicz,

.

Song of the Volga Barge Haulers

Marin de Charette, Nick Scappaticci

Singers: Marin de Charette, Michael Hoard,

and the Ensemble

Nick Scappaticci

Gulag Theatre

The Line

Theatre of the Absurd by Danil Kharms

Based Upon Vladimir Sorokin’s

and other sketches

Novel The Queue

Performers: Andrew Gardner, Carl Henschel,

Performed by the Ensemble

Q

\\

lI ,1,

\

Eric Leichner, Pia Restina, Markus Reyes

Nick Scappatticci

Birth

-

Death Wish Lullaby

Mongol Invasion

Solo: Dawn Danby

Hand Puppet Theatre

1_

V

1‘

Design and Performance: Kevin Lang

Epilogue - Carnival

and Michael Libby

A Traditional Freak Show

l

\_

and Contemporary Russia

Peter the Great

Performers: the Ensemble

Conict between folk perception

With an excerpt from

and other views

Nikolay Gogol’s Novel Dead Souls

l l
l

\

.

.

'5"“'.

As an

introduction to this performance,

of

Peasant Round Dance

I'd written a page here on the structure

Performers: Nick Scappaticci

iconography in the Russian church, about
perception and hope in history. But now that
we've gotten to the end of the line on this
production and we've seen the nal run-

and the Ensemble

Traveling Puppet Theatre
Design: Jeff Sias

Performer: Kevin Lang

throughs and dress rehearsals, l realize that
this space is much better spent just thanking
the students in the class.

Announcer Faceless Peasant
Performed several times: Michael Shih

Jake Mahaffy

Intermission

Director
RISD Alumni, 1996
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